DAVIT MASTER
AMERICA’S BEST ELEVATOR LIFTS

Our Marine Elevator Lifts are powered by two direct drive winches providing a smooth and dependable operation that you can count on.

Davit Master Elevator Lifts are the ideal system where outboard pilings can not be installed, for narrow site locations/canals, and rock or rip rap bottom conditions.
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DAVIT MASTER WINCHES – AMERICA’S BEST
1. Aluminum Direct Drive System – Powerful, No Rust, Self Lubricating Oil Bath, No Maintenance
2. Stainless Steel Motors – No rust, Sealed, Long Life
3. Aluminum Cover / Housing with Window - Very Heavy Duty Construction, Safe, Bolted to Frame, Attractive, No Maintenance
4. Aluminum Cable Winders – smooth operation, extend cable life

DAVIT MASTER WINCHES – Heavy Duty Floating Bearings
1. Superior in Strength, Durability, Performance
2. Smooth turning under the heaviest of load conditions
3. Floating bearings create friction free operations
4. Bearings have seals and retain lubricant for continuous smooth operations
5. Heavy Duty winch frame – ½” aluminum plate
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12,000 and Larger – Two Cables per side, Total (4)
1. Superior in Power, Strength, Durability, and Performance
2. Longer cable life
3. Shares Load on Four Cables

DAVIT MASTER – Heavy Duty Design
1. May be installed vertically OR at an angle – Superior Power
2. Superior roller assemblies / design – More Rollers to spread the loads over the track and rollers. Note: (24) rollers are used on the 12,000 Elevator
3. Superior construction & manufacturing
4. Heavy Duty Pile Attachment Design
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HINGE OPTION – WINTERIZED POSITION

Clean Lines - Low Profile